
INDENT FOR QUARTERLY INSPECTION REPORT OF DAMS
EARTH DAM

1 Down stream drainage
1.a Are there any signs of water logging, slushy condition or

growth of aquatic weeds on the downstream of the dam
1.b Are there any standing pools of water in the down stream area

if the dam?  If so, give their locations and extent
1.c Are there any boils observed in the vicinity of the down stream

toe of the dam
1.d Is the downstream area sufficient clear and free draining?
1.e What is the depth of ground water table in the down stream as

evident from the existing walls in the vicinity of the dam?  Does
the water table show any marked variation in accordance with
the variations in reservoir water level?

1.f Are all the exposed drains working satisfactorily?
1.g Toe  drains and cross drains
1.h   Are the portions of longitudinal toe drains and exposed  cross

drains beyond the downstream toe of the dam in regular
section and freely draining

1.i  Is the patching to these drains intact?
1.j Is there any weeds growth in their drains?
1.k   Indicate other defects noticed in these drains, if any
1.l Outfall drain 

1.m   Is the Outfall drain in proper shape and grade and freely
draining

1.n  Is the outfall drain properly cleaned and maintained
1.o   Does the outfall drain show any stagnant pools of water or

weeds growth?
2 Surface drainage of downstream slope

2.a Is the condition of the down stream slope drainage
arrangements satisfactory?

2.b Is the paving to these drains intact?
2.c Are all the drains properly maintained and free of vegetation

growth and debris?
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2.d  Does the slope have a tendency to develop severe rain cuts at
any location?

2.e Enumerate any other defects noticed in the surface drainage of
downstream slope?

3 Seepage measurements
3.a Is the quantity of seepage being daily or periodically measured

with respect to water level in reservoir and recorded?  Please 
check the registers and the record observations.

3.b Does it show any abnormal rise or fall?  If so, does it have any
relation to a certain reservoir level elevation?

3.c Does the seepage flow show a turbid colour at any stage?  Was
such a phenomenon observed at any stage at any location in
the past?

3.d What is the measured rate of seepage flow with date and
reservoir level?

d.1   On the day of present Inspection
d.2   Maximum since last June
d.3   Minimum since last June
3.e Is the portion upstream and down stream of measuring points

of seepage easily accessible with proper steps and path and
free vegetation growth

3.f Are the measuring points properly located constructed and
maintained so as to give accuragte and reliable measurements
of seepage?

3.g Is the method of taking seepage measurements satisfactory?
3.h What is the design seepage discharge?State your observation

in comparison?
4 Earth dam section crest

4.a Is the crest profile at proper elevation?  Does it show any signs
of excessive and/or uneven settlement?  If so, indicate such
locations and extent of settlement (surface settlement points
must be installed for observing this aspect)
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4.b Is the surface of the crest free from undulations and local
depressions or heaving?  Does it provide an all -weather road
surface?

4.c Does it develop any visible cracks in transverse or longitudinal
directions?  If so, attach a map showing their locations and
extent.  Depth and width of cracks must be ascertained by
taking open trenches extending below the bottom  of cracks.

4.d What is the condition of the edges  of crest?  Is ramp provided?
 Any road crossing provided? Have they got eroded and cut up
resulting in reduced effective width?

4.e Is the crest free from local slips throughout its length on either
sides?

4.f Do the headers, guard stones and parapet wall provided at the
edges of the crest appear in proper profile and plump?

5 Earth dam section-upstream and downstream slopes
5.a Indicate the general conditions of upstream pitching

downstream pitching/turfing and rock toe.
5.b Do the upstream and downstream slopes show any sign of

bulging or cocavity?  If so, indicate their locations and extent
5.c Does the section of the dam and both the slopes appear

structurally sound and stable?
5.d Are any longitudinal or transverse cracks noticed in any part of

the slopes?
5.e Were any signs of distress to stability of slopes noticed at

anytime in any part of the dam?  If so , give brief details of the
incidents and location, the method of treatment adopted and its
effectiveness.  Indicate the general conditions of upstream
pitching, Down stream pitching/turfing and the rock toe.

5.f Is there any profuse growth of bushes or weeds over any
portion of the dam?  If so, indicate the locations.

5.g Do the upstream or downstream slopes show existence of crab
holes or holes made by rodents or burrowing animals or
anthills?  If so, indicate the locations.
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5.h Are there any wet or slushy patches and concentrated leaks,
springs or trickles observed on the downstream slopes or the
toe?  If so, indicate their locations and extent.  Please look out
for patches of extensive vegetation growth and examine them
carefully and record your findings.

5.i Are all the rain cuts and erosion channels properly treated and
made good?  Please indicate location of recurring damages, if
any.

6 Junction earth work with masonry/concrete dam sections and outlets
6.a Is there any existence of leaks, springs or wet spots in the earth

work in the vicinity of the junctions between earth work and
masonry work?  If so, what is the approximate rate and colour
of the leakage?  Does it turn turbid at any time?  Please
ascertain from enquiries and record the findings

6.b Is there any tendency for separations cracking settlement or
upheaval of the earthwork in the vicinity of masonry or
concrete?  If so, indicate the locations and the exact nature of
deficiency.

6.c Is there any tendency for surface erosion at the junctions?
6.d If the outlet conduit is located in the earth dam section, is the

entire length of the conduit in perfect order& profile and free
from off sets, open joints, cracks and leakage?  Examine the
conduit carefully from the downstream or from inside , if
possible , and indicate the deficiencies observed, if any. 

6.e Check the conditions of the crest and slopes, especially in the
zones adjacent concrete structures. Detect the deformations , 
settlements ,  cracks  or  other  distress  conditions  caused  by
 external erosion due to wind, rain, etc.Setup permanent
observation system for the same at the places of occurance. 
Seepage at junctions between earthdam and masonry concrete
retaining wall or arch type junctions with concrete dams is a
possible source of trouble and should be carefully watched.

7 Relief wells
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7.a Are the relief wells in good working conditions and functioning
well?

7.b Are the relief wells properly cleaned periodically?
7.c Please indicate the dates of last cleaning and the next cleaning

due
7.d Are the necessary plant & equipments for cleaning the relief

wells available with the  office
8 Breaching section(if provided)

8.a Is the breaching section easily accessible?
8.b Is the condition of the breaching section satisfactory?
8.c Is the note of instructions as to when and how to operate the

breaching section available on record?
8.d For reconstruction after the breach, are the following items

decided in advance?
8.e i)  Quarry for embakment material
8.f ii)Suitable routes of acces
8.g iii)Agency, plant & machinery for its reconstruction
8.h Is the maintenance staff fully aware of the instructions at (c)

and (d) above?
8.i Ascertain and indicate the latest event of operation of

breaching section and its performance.
8.j Is the surplus course from the breaching section acquired upto

natural valley?
8.k Is the course formed?
8.l Is the surplus course assigned later as agriculture land or

house site?
8.m If so, what steps are taken?
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